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Abstract

Thegear compositionbuilds a new graphG by substituting a suitable edge of a given graphH with a
fixed graph namedgear. Here we extend this definition to obtain an operation that issuitable to handle
claw-free graphs. We callgeared (fuzzy) line graphsthe graphs obtained from (fuzzy) line graphs by
repeated applications of the extended gear composition andwe prove that these graphs form a significant
subclass of claw-free graphs with stability number at leastfour. The proof is based on the decomposition
theorem of Chudnovsky and Seymour [1, 2].

We also show how theextended gear compositiongenerates facet defining inequalities for the stable
set polytope of a geared graphG. In a sequel we prove that these facet defining inequalities yield the
complete linear description of the stable set polytope of geared (fuzzy) line graphs.

Key words: stable set polytope, graph composition, claw-free graphs.
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1. Introduction

Given a graphG = (V,E) and a vectorw ∈ QV
+ of node weights, thestable set problemis the problem

of finding a set of pairwise nonadjacent nodes(stable set)of maximum weight. Letα(G,w) denote the
maximum weight of a stable set ofG; we refer toα(G) = α(G,1) (1 being the vector of all ones) as
the stability numberof G. The stable set polytope, denoted bySTAB(G), is the convex hull of the
incidence vectors of the stable sets ofG. Since the stable set problem isNP -hard, it is unlikely to find a
defining linear system ofSTAB(G) for general graphs. Nevertheless the study of the stable setpolytope
of claw-free graphs attracts the scientific curiosity sincedecades.

The interest for the stable set polytope of claw-free graphslies back to 70’s when the result of Edmonds
on the matching polytope [4] was translated for the stable set polytope of line graphs (a line graphL(G)
of a graphG is obtained by considering the edges ofG as nodes ofL(G) and two nodes ofL(G) are
adjacent if and only if the corresponding edges ofG have a common endnode).

After that fundamental result, the attention moved towardsclasses of graphs that properly contain line
graphs: in particular, the class ofclaw-free graphs, i.e., the graphs such that the neighborhood of each
node has stability number at most two, and the class ofquasi-line graphs, i.e., the graphs such that the
neighborhood of each node can be partitioned into two cliques. Notice that the class of claw-free graphs
properly contains the class of quasi-line graphs. A number of conjectures were posed on the inequalities
that are facet defining forSTAB(G) whenG is claw-free or quasi-line but none of them was able to
capture their structure [9, 20].

The interest for the study of the stable set polytope of claw-free graphs revived in late 80’s after
Grötschel, Lovàsz and Schrijver proved the equivalence of the separation and the optimization problems
over polyhedra. Then it was clear that the case of claw-free graphs constituted an anomaly as they also
remarked in [10]: in fact, for all classes of graphs for whichit is known a polynomial time algorithm
to solve the weighted stable set problem, it is also known a complete linear description of the stable set
polytope (see bipartite graphs, line graphs [4], series-parallel graphs [12] or perfect graphs), apart from
claw-free graphs. It is worth noticing that a polynomial time algorithm to solve the weighted stable set
problem for claw-free graphs was known since 1980 [13, 14] (see also [18]).

We had to wait for the decomposition theorem of claw-free graphs of Chudnovsky and Seymour [1, 2]
in 2004 to start to understand the structure of their stable set polytope and to find answers to so many
questions. This decomposition theorem states that the class of claw-free graphs is the disjoint union of
different classes of graphs having very specific features. In particular, Chudnovsky and Seymour proved
that every claw-free graph that does not admit a1-join either has stability number at most 3 or it is fuzzy
circular interval or it can be obtained by composing three types of graphs, calledstrips: fuzzy linear
interval strips, fuzzyXX-strips and fuzzy antihat strips. Moreover, they proved that quasi-line graphs
are either composition of fuzzy linear interval graphs or fuzzy circular interval graphs [1]. LetQℓ denote
the set of quasi-line graphs that are composition of fuzzy linear interval strips andQc denote the set of
quasi-line graphs that are fuzzy circular interval. We callstriped graphsthe claw-free graphs that are
obtained by composing fuzzy linear interval strips, fuzzyXX-strips and fuzzy antihat strips, and we
denote the class of striped graphs byCs. Thus the Chudnovsky-Seymour decomposition states that every
claw-free graph with stability number at least 4 and without1-joins belongs either toQc or to Cs. This
result partially explains why it was so hard to treat withSTAB(G) as a whole polytope and suggests
that, in order to find a linear description ofSTAB(G) for claw-free graphs, it is convenient to study the
facet defining inequalities separately for each of the subclasses of claw-free graphs they identify.

A defining linear system forSTAB(G) was given by Chudnovsky and Seymour [1] whenG ∈ Qℓ

and by Eisenbrand et al. [5] whenG ∈ Qc. It remains open the problem of finding a linear description
for STAB(G) whenG ∈ Cs or G has stability number equal to3. The case withα(G) = 2 was solved
by Cook (see [19]), while for the caseα(G) = 3 the roots of the facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(G)
have been studied in [17].
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In this paper we consider a subclass of the striped graphs, namely those graphs that are composition of
only two types of strips: fuzzy linear interval strips andXX-strips. We call these graphsXX-graphs.
For this class of graphs we provide a decomposition that is alternative to the one defined by Chudnovsky
and Seymour. This new decomposition is based on an extensionof thegear compositionintroduced in
[8] and it builds a graphG, calledgeared graph, by substituting a suitable edge of a given graphH with
the fixed graph (extended gear) shown in Fig. 5.

We also provide a list of inequalities that are generated by the extended gear compositionand that
are facet defining for the stable set polytope of a geared graph. These inequalities turn out to be crucial
in defining the facial structure of the stable set polytope ofXX-graphs. In fact, they constitute the
building blocks of a larger class of inequalities, calledmultiple geared inequalities, that has to be added
to rank inequalities and lifted 5-wheel inequalities in order to have a complete linear description of
STAB(G) whenG is anXX-graph. This linear system represents the first step towardsthe solution of
the longstanding open question of finding a defining linear system for the stable set polytope ofgenuine
claw-free graphs, namely claw-free graphs that are not quasi-line.

In Section 2 we recall the results in [7]. In Section 3, we define theextended gear compositionand
we prove that any graphXX-graph can be built from a graph inQℓ by iteratively applying the extended
gear composition instead of theXX-strip composition defined by Chudnovsky and Seymour [1] (for
other recent decompositions of claw-free graphs with stability number at least4 see [15, 11]). Finally,
in Section 4, we provide a list of inequalities that are facetdefining for the stable set polytope of a
geared graph. These inequalities constitute the base step of the recursive proof that will provide a linear
description ofSTAB(G) whenG is anXX-graph (this result will appear in a companion paper).

2. Preliminaries

We now introduce some notations and basic definitions. We denote byG any finite, connected graph
with node setVG and edge setEG. An edgee ∈ EG with endnodesu andv will be denoted byuv.
Given a vectorβ ∈ Rm and a subsetS ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, defineβS ∈ R|S| as the subvector ofβ restricted
on the indices ofS andxS ∈ Rm as the incidence vector ofS. Moreover letβ(S) =

∑
i∈S βi. A linear

inequality
∑

j∈VG
πjxj ≤ π0 is valid for STAB(G) if it holds for all x ∈ STAB(G). For short, we

also denote a linear inequalityπT x ≤ π0 as(π, π0). A valid inequality forSTAB(G) definesa facet of
STAB(G) if and only if it is satisfied as an equality by|VG| affinely independent incidence vectors of
stable sets ofG (calledrootsor tight solutions). We also say that a stable setS is tight for (β, β0) if xS

is a tight solution of(β, β0).
We denote byδ(v) the set of edges ofG havingv as endnode and byN(v) the set of nodes ofVG

adjacent tov. We also denote byG \ A the subgraph ofG induced byVG \ A whereA ⊆ VG and by
G \ e (G + e) the subgraph ofG obtained by removing (adding) the edgee. A clique-cutset ofG is a
complete subgraph whose removal disconnectsG.

We say thatG admits a1-join if VG can be partitioned into four setsA1, B1, A2, B2 such thatA1 ∪A2

is a clique,B1 andB2 are nonempty, and the only edges betweenA1∪B1 andA2∪B2 are those between
A1 andA2. Clearly, ifG admits a1-join thenA1 ∪ A2 is a clique-cutset ofG.

A k-holeCk = (v1, v2, . . . , vk) is a chordless cycle of lengthk; ak-antiholeCk is the complement of
ak-hole. Ak-antiwheelW = (h : Ck) is a graph consisting of ak-antiholeCk and a nodeh (hubof W )
adjacent to every node ofCk. If k = 3, the3-antiwheel is calledclaw and denoted by(y : w1, w2, w3),
wherey is the center of the claw. Ifk = 5, thenC5 is isomorphic toC5 and we refer toW as a5-wheel.
We recall here a result of Fouquet on claw-free graphs that will be used in the following:

Theorem 2.1. [6] Let G be a connected claw-free graph with stability number at least four. ThenG
contains no odd-antiwheel of length greater than five.
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It is not difficult to see that a claw-free graph is quasi-lineif and only if the neighborhood of each node
does not contain an odd-antihole. Hence, the above theorem implies that a claw-free graph with stability
number at least four is quasi-line if and only if it does not contain a5-wheelW . Notice also that the
inequality

∑5
i=1 xvi

+ 2xh ≤ 2 is facet defining forSTAB(W ) and it is called5-wheel inequality.
A gearB is a graph of eight nodes{a, b1, b2, c, d1, d2, h1, h2} such thatW1 = (h1 : a, d1, b1, c, h2)

andW2 = (h2 : a, d2, b2, c, h1) are5-wheels (see Fig. 1); moreover, the edges of these wheels arethe
only edges ofB.

Figure 1: The gear with nodesh1, h2, a, b1, b2, c, d1, d2.

In the remaining of this section we recall the definition ofgear compositiongiven in [8] and some of
the polyhedral properties of this composition [7].

A nodev of a graphH is said to besimplicial if its neighborhood induces a clique ofH. An edgev1v2

of a graphH is said to besimplicial if K1 = N(v1) \ {v2} andK2 = N(v2) \ {v1} are cliques ofH.
Notice thatK1 andK2 might have nonempty intersection.

Definition 2.2. Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph with a simplicial edgee = v1v2 and letB = (VB , EB)
be a gear. Thegear compositionof H andB alonge generates a new graphG such that:

VG = VH \ {v1, v2} ∪ VB ,
EG = EH \ (δ(v1) ∪ δ(v2)) ∪ EB ∪ F1 ∪ F2, whereFi = {diu|u ∈ Ki} ∪ {biu|u ∈ Ki} for i = 1, 2.

The graphG is called thegeared graphgenerated byH andB alonge and denoted byG = (H,B, e).

A sketch of how the gear composition works is shown in Fig. 2.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) A graphH with a simplicial edgev1v2; (b) The geared graphG = (H,B, v1v2).

Definition 2.3. Let H be a graph with a simplicial edgee = v1v2. LetHe be the graph obtained from
H by subdividing the edgee with a new nodet.
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An inequality(π, π0) which is valid forSTAB(H) is said to beg-extendable(with respect toe) if
πv1

= πv2
= λ > 0 and it is not the inequalityxv1

+ xv2
≤ 1.

An inequality(π, π0) which is valid forSTAB(He) is said to beg-liftable (with respect toe) if
πv1

= πv2
= πt = λ > 0.

Definition 2.4. Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph containing the simplicial edgee = v1v2, let B =
(VB , EB) be a gear and let(π, π0) be a valid inequality forSTAB(H) that is g-extendable with respect
to e. Then the inequalities

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\{h1,h2}

xi + 2λ(xh1
+ xh2

) ≤ π0 + 2λ (1)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\A

xi ≤ π0 + λ (2)

whereA ∈ {{b1, c}, {b2, c}, {d1, a}, {d2, a}, {a, c}} is the set of nodes ofVB with zero coefficient

are calledgeared inequalitiesassociated with(π, π0). The unique geared inequality that has full support
onVB is (1) and it is calledproper geared inequality.

In [8, 7] it was proved that:

Theorem 2.5. Let G = (H,B, e) be a geared graph and let(π, π0) be a g-extendable inequality of
STAB(H). If (π, π0) is facet defining forSTAB(H), then the geared inequalities (1) and (2) associ-
ated with(π, π0) are facet defining forSTAB(G).

Example 2.1. Consider a5-holeC5, a gearB and the geared graphG obtained as the gear composition
of C5 andB along the simplicial edgee = v1v2 (see Fig. 3). Thus, we writeG = (C5, B, e).

v5 v4 v3

v1 v2

v5 v4 v3

d1

b1

h1

c

a

h2

d2

b2

Figure 3: A5-holeC5 and a geared5-holeG

As the5-hole inequalityx(VC5
) ≤ 2 is valid for STAB(C5) and it is g-extendable with respect toe,

the following inequality
x(VG \ {h1, h2}) + 2xh1

+ 2xh2
≤ 4

is a proper geared inequality associated withx(VC5
) ≤ 2. Sincex(VC5

) ≤ 2 is facet defining for
STAB(C5), it follows that the above inequality is facet defining forSTAB(G) by Theorem 2.5. Fur-
thermore, the following five inequalities

x(VG \ A) ≤ 3, whereA ∈ {{b1, c}, {b2, c}, {d1, a}, {d2, a}, {a, c}},

are non-proper geared inequality associated withx(VC5
) ≤ 2 and they are all facet defining forSTAB(G)

by Theorem 2.5. 2
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Definition 2.6. Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph containing the simplicial edgee = v1v2, let B =
(VB , EB) be a gear and let(π, π0) be a valid inequality forSTAB(He) that is g-liftable with respect to
e. Then the inequalities

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB

xi ≤ π0 + λ, (3)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VB\A

xi ≤ π0 (4)

whereA ∈ {{b1, c, b2, h1, h2}, {d1, a, d2, h1, h2}} is the set of nodes ofVB with zero coefficient

are calledg-lifted inequalitiesassociated with(π, π0). The unique g-lifted inequality that is full support
onVB is (3) and it is calledproper g-lifted inequality.

A result analogous to Theorem 2.5 was proved for the g-liftedinequalities [7]:

Theorem 2.7. LetG = (H,B, e) be a geared graph and let(π, π0) be a g-liftable inequality ofSTAB(He).
If (π, π0) is facet defining forSTAB(He), then the g-lifted inequalities (3) and (4) associated with
(π, π0) are facet defining forSTAB(G).

Example 2.2. Consider a4-holeC4, a gearB and the geared graphG obtained as the gear composition
of C4 andB along the simplicial edgee = v1v2 (see Fig. 4). Thus, we writeG = (C4, B, e).

v4 v3

v1 v2

v4 v3

d1

b1

h1

c

a

h2

d2

b2

Figure 4: A4-holeC4 and a geared4-holeG

The subdivision of the simplicial edgee = v1v2 with a new nodet generates a5-hole Ce
4 . Since

x(VCe
4
) ≤ 2 is valid forSTAB(Ce

4) and it is g-liftable with respect toe, the following inequality

x(VG) ≤ 3

is a proper g-lifted inequality associated withx(VCe
4
) ≤ 2. Sincex(VCe

4
) ≤ 2 is facet defining for

STAB(Ce
4), it follows that the above inequality is facet defining forSTAB(G) by Theorem 2.7. More-

over, the following two inequalities

x(VG \ A) ≤ 3 whereA ∈ {{b1, c, b2, h1, h2}, {d1, a, d2, h1, h2}}.

are non-proper g-lifted inequalities associated withx(VCe
4
) ≤ 2 and they are both facet defining for

STAB(G) by Theorem 2.7. 2

In [7] we showed that, ifG is a geared graph, the linear description ofSTAB(G) is completely
determined by the linear description ofSTAB(H) andSTAB(He). Indeed we proved the following:
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Theorem 2.8. [7] Let G = (H,B, e) be a geared graph generated byH andB along a simplicial edge
e. Then the stable set polytopeSTAB(G) is described by the following linear inequalities:

• nonnegativity inequalities,

• clique inequalities,

• (lifted) 5-wheel inequalities,

• geared inequalities of type (1) or (2) associated with facetdefining inequalities ofSTAB(H)
having nonzero coefficients on the endnodes ofe,

• g-lifted inequalities of type (3) or (4) associated with facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(He)
having nonzero coefficients on the endnodes ofe,

• facet defining inequality ofSTAB(H) having zero coefficients on the endnodes ofe.

This result implies that, ifH andHe “behave well” with respect to the stable set problem (meaning
that there exists a defining linear system for their stable set polytopes) then the geared graph obtained
from H does the same. In the following we extend the polyhedral properties of the gear composition to
a more general operation to prove that a large subclass of claw-free graphs behave well with respect to
the stable set problem.

3. Geared (fuzzy) line graphs

Chudnovsky and Seymour [1] proved that claw-free, not quasi-line graphs with stability number at least
4 that do not admit a1-join arestriped graphs, meaning that they are obtained by composing only three
kinds of graphs, calledstrips. One kind of strips, thelinear interval strips, is used to generate quasi-line
graphs; the other two kinds of strips, theXX-stripsand theantihat-strips, contain5-wheels and so they
are necessary to generate claw-free graphs which are not quasi-line.

This structure suggests the idea that striped graphs are notso distant from line graphs in terms of
polyhedral description of their stable set polytopes. In this paper and in its sequel we give an evidence of
this fact by showing that a defining linear system for the stable set polytope of a large subclass of striped
graphs is built starting from the defining linear system of the stable set polytope of line graphs using only
the gear composition. We actually conjectured that this holds for all striped graphs [7].

Before stating the decomposition theorem of Chudnovsky andSeymour we recall some of their defi-
nitions that will be used in the following (see [1] for further details):

Definition 3.1. A strip (G, a, b) consists of a claw-free graphG together with two designated simplicial
verticesa, b called theendsof the strip. Two strips can be composed as follows: letA andB be the nodes
of G\{a, b} adjacent inG to a andb respectively, and defineA′ andB′ similarly. Take the disjoint union
of G \ {a, b} andG′ \ {a′, b′}; and letH be the graph obtained from this by adding all possible edges
betweenA andA′ and betweenB andB′.

Definition 3.2. LetT be a graph with node set{u1, . . . , u13} and with adjacency as follows.(u1, . . . , u6)
is a hole ofG of length6. Next,u7 is adjacent tou1, u2; u8 is adjacent tou4, u5; u9 is adjacent to
u6, u1, u2, u3; u10 is adjacent tou3, u4, u5, u6, u9; u11 is adjacent tou3, u4, u6, u1, u9, u10; u12 is ad-
jacent tou2, u3, u5, u6, u9, u10; u13 is adjacent tou1, u2, u4, u5, u7, u8. LetX ⊆ {u11, u12, u13}; then
the strip(T \ X,u7, u8) is called anXX-strip.

Definition 3.3. A homogeneous pair of cliquesin G is a pair (A,B) such that:
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• A andB are cliques inG andA ∩ B = ∅,

• |A| ≥ 2 or |B| ≥ 2,

• no node ofG \ (A ∪ B) has both a neighbour and a non-neighbour inA, and the same inB.

We can now state the decomposition theorem of Chudnovsky andSeymour; the decomposition in-
volves the antihat strips, but we omit their definition sincethey will never be used in the following.

Theorem 3.4. [1] For every claw-free graphG with α(G) ≥ 4, if G does not admit a1-join and there
is no homogeneous pair of cliques inG, then eitherG is a circular interval graph, orG is a composition
of linear interval strips,XX-strips, and antihat strips.

Since graphs containing homogeneous pairs of cliques cannot be represented with the above strips,
Chudnovsky and Seymour introduced the concept offuzzinessand gave a “fuzzy” version of the above
theorem where all the strips are actually fuzzy strips. In the following the attention will be focused on
fuzzy linear interval graphs and fuzzy circular interval graphs; so, we recall an alternative definition of
fuzziness valid only for these two classes of graphs (for further details on this definition we refer the
interested reader to [1]).

Definition 3.5. A graphG is said to be fuzzy circular interval if:

1. there is a mapφ fromVG to a circleC, and

2. there is a familyI of intervals ofC (none including another) such that no point ofC is an end of
more than one interval, so that

3. for u, v ∈ G, if uv ∈ EG then{φ(u), φ(v)} is a subset of one interval ofI, and ifuv /∈ EG then
φ(u) and φ(v) are both ends of any interval ofI containing both of them (and in particular, if
φ(u) = φ(v) thenu andv are adjacent).

Fuzzy linear interval graphs are defined analogously with the circle replaced by a lineL.

Hence, ifuv /∈ EG two possibilities may occur: either{φ(u), φ(v)} is not a subset of any interval of
I or [φ(u), φ(v)] is an interval ofI. Moreover, ifx andy are both ends of an interval ofI and one of
the setsφ−1(x), φ−1(y) has at least two nodes ofVG, then the pair(φ−1(x), φ−1(y)) is a homogeneous
pair of cliques.

Chudnovsky and Seymour proved the following structure theorem for quasi-line graphs:

Theorem 3.6. [1] Let G be a connected quasi-line graph. ThenG is either a fuzzy circular interval
graph or a strip composition of fuzzy linear interval strips.

In this paper we are interested in claw-free graphs with stability number at least4 that do not admit
a 1-join. Observe that the requirement thatG does not admit a1-join is not at all restrictive for our
purposes. In fact, when looking for facet defining inequalities of the stable set polytope, one can always
restrict to study graphs that do not contain clique-cutsetssince a well-known result of Chvátal states that:

Theorem 3.7. [3] Let G1 = (V1, E1) andG2 = (V2, E2) be two graphs. LetG1 ∪G2 = (V1 ∪V2, E1 ∪
E2) andG1 ∩G2 = (V1 ∩ V2, E1 ∩E2). If G1 ∩G2 is a complete graph, then the defining linear system
of STAB(G1∪G2) is given by the union of the defining linear systems ofSTAB(G1) andSTAB(G2).
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So, we denote byQc the class of fuzzy circular interval graphs and byQℓ the class of graphs that are
a composition of fuzzy linear interval strips. In the following we shall refer to graphs inQℓ asfuzzy line
graphs. Hence Theorem 3.6 implies that the set of quasi-line graphsis the union ofQc andQℓ.

It is worth noticing that the fuzziness does not seem to have much relevance from the polyhedral point
of view. This was already noticed by Chudnovsky and Seymour who proved that:

Theorem 3.8. [1] If G is a fuzzy line graph, thenSTAB(G) is described by the Edmonds’ inequalities.

And it was further confirmed by the work of Eisenbrand et al. onfuzzy circular interval graphs.

Lemma 3.9. [5] Let F be a facet ofSTAB(G) whereG is a fuzzy circular interval graph. ThenF is
also a facet ofSTAB(G′), whereG′ is a circular interval graph obtained fromG by removing some
edges.

Thus, the “fuzzy” version of Theorem 3.4 together with Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 imply that:
finding a linear description ofSTAB(G) for claw-free, not quasi-line graphs with stability numberat
least 4 and without1-joins amounts to finding a linear description ofSTAB(G) for graphs that are
composition of fuzzy linear interval strips, fuzzyXX-strips and fuzzy antihat strips. Here, we focused
on graphs that are

composition ofXX-strips and fuzzy linear interval strips.

We call these graphsXX-graphsand denote their family asXX .
In the following we show that anyXX-graph can be obtained by iteratively applying an extended

version of the gear composition defined in Section 2 to a (fuzzy) line graph, namely to a graph inQℓ. We
write the word fuzzy inside parenthesis to mean that our results hold also without the fuzziness. We start
by showing the connection between the XX-strip compositionand the gear composition.

Lemma 3.10. The graph obtained by composing a strip(G, v1, v2) with theXX-strip (T\{u11, u12, u13},
u7, u8) is a geared graph.

Proof. Rename the nodes{u6, u2, u4, u3, u1, u5, u9, u10} of theXX-strip(T\{u11, u12, u13}, u7, u8})
as the nodes{a, b1, b2, c, d1, d2, h1, h2} of a gearB. Thus, the strip composition of(G, v1, v2) and the
XX-strip (T \ {u11, u12, u13}, u7, u8}), as defined in Definition 3.1, corresponds to the gear composi-
tion of G′ = (VG, EG ∪ {v1v2}) and the gearB along the edgev1v2. In fact, being the nodesv1 and
v2 simplicial, we have that the edgev1v2 of G′ is simplicial. The graph obtained by applying the above
strip composition is precisely the geared graph(G′, B, v1v2).

As a consequence of the above lemma and Definition 3.2 we have that anXX-strip composition
produces a geared graphG = (H,B, e) plus an extra set of nodes contained in{u11, u12, u13} which are
suitably adjacent toB. This, together with Theorem 3.4, implies that a large number of claw-free graphs
can be seen as geared graphs. We now prove that we can restrictourselves to consider onlyXX-strips
not containing nodeu13 since this node can be added using an appropriate linear interval strip.

Lemma 3.11. The class ofXX-graphs coincides with the subclass of claw-free graphs that are compo-
sitions ofXX-strips of type(T \ {u13}, u7, u8) and (fuzzy) linear interval strips.

Proof. Let G be anXX-graph obtained by composing a strip(L, v1, v2) and anXX-strip (T \
X,u7, u8). Suppose thatu13 /∈ X. Consider the linear interval strip(L′, a0, b0) such thatVL′ =
{v′1, v

′
2, u13, a0, b0} and EL′ consists of the edges of the two triangles(v′1, u13, a0) and (v′2, u13, b0).

It is trivial to see that the graphL′′ obtained by composing the strip(L, v1, v2) with the linear interval
strip (L′, a0, b0) hasv′1 andv′2 as simplicial nodes. Thus(L′′, v′1, v

′
2) is a strip and its composition with

theXX-strip (T \ (X ∪ {u13}), u7, u8) yields the graphG. Thus the lemma follows.
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From the above lemmas it follows that the gear composition may be viewed as anXX-strip compo-
sition whereX = {u11, u12}. To consider also the case whenX ⊂ {u11, u12}, we need to extend our
definition of gear composition as follows:

Definition 3.12. Let B = (VB , EB) be a gear and letu11 andu12 be two new nodes such thatu11 is
adjacent to{d1, a, h1, h2, c, b2} and u12 is adjacent to{d2, a, h1, h2, c, b1}. Let Y ⊆ {u11, u12} and
δ(Y ) =

⋃
u∈Y δ(u).

An extended gearBY is a graph with node setVB ∪ Y and edge setEB ∪ δ(Y ) (see Fig. 5).

d1

b1

h1

c

a

h2

d2

b2

u12 u11

Figure 5: The extended gearBY with Y = {u11, u12}.

LetH = (VH , EH) be a graph with a simplicial edgee = v1v2 and letBY be an extended gear where
Y ⊆ {u11, u12}.

Theextended gear compositionof H andBY alongv1v2 is a gear composition where the gearB is
replaced byBY . The graphG generated by the extended gear composition ofH andBY along e will
still be calledgeared graphand denoted by(H,BY , e).

In order to prove that the extended gear composition is equivalent to theXX-strip composition, we
have to guarantee that the removal of a simplicial edge preserves the property of a graph of being (fuzzy)
line. To do so, we consider only simplicial edges that have the following property:

Definition 3.13. A simplicial edgee = v1v2 is super simplicialif N(K1 ∩ K2) ⊆ N(v1) ∪ N(v2).

Lemma 3.14. Lete = v1v2 be a super simplicial edge ofH. ThenH is a (fuzzy) line graph if and only
if (H \ e, v1, v2) is a strip andH \ e is a (fuzzy) line graph. Moreover, ifH is (fuzzy) line thenHe is
(fuzzy) line.

Proof. First we prove the “if” direction. It suffices to observe that H is obtained by composing the
strip (H \ e, v1, v2) with a linear interval strip(P, a0, b0) consisting of a pathP = (a0, u1, u2, b0) and
then renaming the nodesui asvi, i = 1, 2.

To prove the “only if” direction observe that any (fuzzy) line graph is a quasi-line graph. Hence to
prove thatH \ e is a (fuzzy) line graph we must first show that it contains neither a claw nor an odd-
antiwheel. Suppose by contradiction thatH \ e contains a clawC. Since the only edge which was
removed fromH is e = v1v2, we have thatC contains bothv1 andv2. So,C = (y : v1, v2, w) with
y ∈ K1 ∩ K2 andw ∈ N(y) \ (N(v1) ∪ N(v2)), contradicting the hypothesis thate is super simplicial.

Suppose now by contradiction thatH \ e contains a5-wheelW . SinceH is quasi-line, it follows that
v1 andv2 must be two non adjacent nodes of the rim, i.e.,W = (y : v1, w1, v2, w2, w3). Thusv1v2 is not
a simplicial edge ofH asN(v1) \ {v2} containsw1 andw3 which are not adjacent, a contradiction. A
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similar argument shows that ifH \ e contains an odd-antiwheel of length greater than or equal to7 then
the edgee was not simplicial inH, a contradiction.

ThusH \ e is quasi-line and, by Theorem 3.6, it belongs either toQℓ or toQc.
Claim. If H \ e ∈ Qc, thenH ∈ Qc.

SinceH \ e ∈ Qc, there exists a mapφ that assigns an ordering to the nodes ofK1 ∪ K2 ∪ {v1, v2}
on the circleC and a family of intervalsI of C satisfying 2) and 3) of Definition 3.5. SinceKi ∪ {vi}
(i = 1, 2) are cliques there exist intervalsIi ∈ I containing all pointsφ(u) with u ∈ Ki ∪ {vi}.

Notice that every node inK1 ∩ K2 (if exists) is adjacent only to nodes inK1 ∪ K2 ∪ {v1, v2} since
e is super simplicial. This implies that it is possible to find anew functionφ′ that maps the elements in
K1 ∩ K2 on the circleC so thatφ′(v1) < xr < xr+1 < . . . < xs < φ′(v2) wherexi = φ′(ui) and
K1 ∩K2 = {ui|i = r, . . . , s} while all the nodes ofK1 \K2 (K2 \K1) are mapped beforeφ′(v1) (after
φ′(v2), respectively) along the circleC.

Sincev1 andv2 are not adjacent inH \e, one of the following two possibilities may occur: either there
does not exist an interval containing bothφ′(v1) andφ′(v2) or any interval containing bothφ′(v1) and
φ′(v2) hasφ′(v1) andφ′(v2) as its ends. In both cases it suffices to add toI an interval containing both
φ′(v1) andφ′(v2) in order to have a feasible circular representation ofH, and the claim follows.

(End of Claim)
SinceH is (fuzzy) line by hypothesis, i.e.,H ∈ Qℓ, the above Claim implies thatH \ e is (fuzzy)

line. Moreover, sincee is a super simplicial edge ofH its endnodes are simplicial nodes ofH \ e; hence,
H \ e is a strip.

Finally, to prove thatHe is a (fuzzy) line graph one just needs to compose the strip(H \ e, v1, v2)
with the strip(P, a0, b0) whereP is the path(a0, u1, t, u2, b0) and then renameui asvi, i = 1, 2. This
completes the proof of the lemma.

We now show that theXX-graphs admit a decomposition different from the strip decomposition: they
can be obtained by repeated applications of the extended gear composition to a (fuzzy) line graph. To
prove this, we first define the geared (fuzzy) line graphs, namely the graphs obtained from a (fuzzy)
line graphH by iteratively applying extended gear compositions and edge-subdivisions along super
simplicial edges ofH.

Definition 3.15. LetH be a (fuzzy) line graph. LetΓH be the set of the super simplicial edges ofH and
let a g-operationon e ∈ ΓH be either a gear composition or an edge subdivision applied along e. A
graphG ∈ G∗

H if and only if

eitherG = H,

or G = (L,BY , e), whereL ∈ G∗
H , BY is an extended gear, ande ∈ ΓH ∩ EL (i.e., e is a super

simplicial edge of bothL andH),

or G = Le, whereL ∈ G∗
H ande ∈ ΓH ∩ EL.

The graphs in
⋃

H∈Qℓ G∗
H are calledgeared (fuzzy) line graphs.

Notice that in Definition 3.15 the extended gear compositions and the edge-subdivisions are performed
only along super simplicial edges ofL that are also super simplicial in the original graphH. This implies
that in order to generate graphs inG∗

H we are not allowed to use any of the edges created by an earlier
application of the two operations: in particular, the edgesv1t andtv2, created by an edge-subdivision of
e = v1v2 ∈ ΓH , cannot be used to perform any extended gear composition or edge-subdivision. Indeed,
they do not belong toΓH even though they have the property of being super simplicial. It follows that
any graph inG∗

H is obtained by performing the above operations at most|ΓH | times, thus implying that,
for any fixed graphH, the familyG∗

H contains a finite number of graphs.
The following theorem establishes the equivalence of the extended gear composition and theXX-strip

composition.
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Theorem 3.16. The geared (fuzzy) line graphs are theXX-graphs, i.e.,
⋃

H∈Qℓ G∗
H = XX .

Proof. From Definition 3.12 and Lemma 3.10, it is not difficult to seethat the extended gear composi-
tion is equivalent to anXX-strip composition whereX always containsu13 (see Definition 3.2). In fact,
an extended gearBY becomes anXX-strip by simply adding toVBY

two new nodes, sayk1 andk2,
such thatN(ki) = {bi, di} for i = 1, 2. These nodes correspond to the simplicial nodesu7 andu8 of the
XX-strip (BY , k1, k2). Thus, theXX-strip composition of(BY , k1, k2) and(H \ e, v1, v2) produces
the geared graph(H,BY , e) wheree = v1v2.

Since, by Lemma 3.11, theXX-strip composition withu13 ∈ X suffices to obtain allXX-graphs, it
follows thatXX-graphs can be obtained by repeated applications of the extended gear composition to a
(fuzzy) line graphH ∈ Qℓ, i.e., a graph that is a composition of (fuzzy) linear interval strips.

To prove the opposite, suppose by contradiction that there exists a graphG in G∗
H for someH ∈ Qℓ

which is not anXX-graph. Without loss of generality we assume thatG is obtained by performing
the smallest number ofg-operations. IfG = H then, by definition,H is anXX-graph. Hence, either
G = Le or G = (L,BY , e) wheree = v1v2 is a super simplicial edge ofH.

Suppose first thatG = Le. By the minimality ofG we know thatL is anXX-graph. Sincee is a super
simplicial edge inΓH ∩ EL it does not belong to anyXX-strip of L. So, we can build a new graph̃L
from L by replacing eachXX-strip (T \X, v1, v2) with the linear interval strip consisting of the simple
path(a0, v1, v2, b0). It follows thatL̃ is a (fuzzy) line graph and, by Lemma 3.14,L̃ \ e is also a (fuzzy)
line graph. Now we reconstructL\e from L̃\e by replacing the simple paths previously introduced with
the correspondingXX-strips. ThusL \ e is obtained as a composition ofXX-strips and (fuzzy) linear
interval strips, and so, it is anXX-graph. SinceG is obtained by composing the strip(L \ e, v1, v2) and
(a, v′1, t, v

′
2, b) and renamingv′i asvi, i = 1, 2, we have thatG is anXX-graph, as claimed.

Consider now the caseG = (L,BY , e). As above, we can prove thatL \ e is anXX-graph. If we
add toBY two nodesk1 andk2 adjacent tob1, d1 andb2, d2, respectively, we have thatG is obtained by
composing the strips(L \ e, v1, v2) and theXX-strip (BY ∪ {k1, k2}, k1, k2). Thus the thesis follows.

From the above results it follows that theXX-graphs can be built in two different ways: either using
the strip composition defined by Chudnovsky and Seymour in [1] or using the extended gear composi-
tion. This result allows us to exploit the polyhedral properties of the gear composition to find a linear
description for the stable set polytope ofXX-graphs. This will be discussed in the next section.

4. New facet defining inequalities for the stable set polytope of geared graphs

In [7], we showed how the gear composition affects the stableset polytope of a geared graphG =
(H,B, e) by proving that the linear description ofSTAB(G) is completely determined by the linear
description ofSTAB(H) andSTAB(He). Our aim is to prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 2.8
when the gear composition is replaced by the extended gear composition or, in other words, whenY 6=
∅. We start by showing that geared inequalities and g-lifted inequalities can be “lifted” to the higher
dimensional space containingu11 andu12 using thesequential liftingprocedure defined in [16].

Let S (G) denote the set of stable sets ofG. If
∑

j∈VG\{v} πjxj ≤ π0 is a facet defining inequality of
STAB(G \ {v}), then the inequality

∑

j∈VG\{v}

πjxj + πvxv ≤ π0 with πv = π0 − max
S∈S (G\(N(v)∪{v}))

π(S)

is facet defining forSTAB(G). This inequality will be calledsequential lifting of(π, π0) andπv will be
called thelifting coefficient ofv. This procedure can be iterated to generate facet defining inequalities,
simply calledlifted inequalities, in a higher dimensional space.
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In the rest of the paper we denote asG∅, G11, andG12 the graphs generated by the extended gear
composition ofH andBY alonge whenY equals the sets∅, {u11} and{u12}, respectively. We start
finding the lifting coefficient ofu11 andu12 for inequalities (1), (2), (3), and (4).

Lemma 4.1. Let (β, β0) be a proper geared inequality of type (1) that is facet defining for STAB(G∅).
Then the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficientβu11

= λ.

Proof. Let (πH , π0) be the facet defining inequality forSTAB(H) that generates(β, β0); thenβ0 =
π0 + 2λ. By definition of sequential lifting

βu11
= π0 + 2λ − max

S∈S (G∅\N(u11))
β(S).

There exists a tight stable setT for (πH , π0) such thatT ∩ (K2 ∪ {v2}) = ∅, since(πH , π0) is not
the clique inequality supported byK2 ∪ {v2}. Thus,v1 ∈ T (since otherwiseT ∪ {v2} would violate
(πH , π0)) andS = T\{v1}∪{b1, d2} is a stable set inG∅\N(u11) such thatβ(S) = πH(T\{v1})+2λ =
π0 − λ + 2λ = π0 + λ. Therefore,βu11

≤ λ.
Now, suppose thatβu11

< λ; then there exists a stable setS′ ∈ S (G∅ \ N(u11)) such thatβ(S′) >
π0 + λ; thenb1 andd2 belong toS′ (otherwiseS′ ∪ {h1} or S′ ∪ {h2} would be stable sets violating
(β, β0)). Therefore,S′′ = S′ \ {b1} ∪ {d1, c} is a stable set ofG11 such thatβ(S′′) = β(S′) + λ >
π0 + 2λ = β0, a contradiction. Hence,βu11

= λ and the thesis follows.
Similarly, we prove the following two lemmas:

Lemma 4.2. Let (β, β0) be a geared inequality of type (2) that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅). Then
the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficientβu11

= λ if A = {b1, c} or A = {d2, a}, andβu11
= 0 otherwise.

Proof. Let (πH , π0) be the facet defining inequality forSTAB(H) generating(β, β0); thenβ0 =
π0 + λ. There exists a tight stable setT for (πH , π0) such thatT ∩ (K2 ∪ {v2}) = ∅. Thus,v1 ∈ T and
S = T \{v1}∪{b1, d2} is a stable set inG∅ \N(u11). If A = {d1, a}, A = {b2, c}, or A = {a, c}, then
β(S) = π0+λ and thereforeβu11

= 0. If A = {b1, c} or A = {d2, a}, thenβ(S) = πH(T \{v1})+λ =
π0 − λ + λ = π0. Therefore,βu11

≤ λ.
Suppose thatβu11

< λ; then there exists a stable setS′ ∈ S (G∅ \N(u11)) such thatβ(S′) > π0; then
b1, d2 ∈ S (otherwiseS′∪{h1} or S′∪{h2} would be stable sets violating(β, β0)). ThereforeS′′ = S′\
{b1} ∪ {d1, c} is a stable set that violates(β, β0), a contradiction. ThusmaxS∈S (G∅\N(u11)) β(S) = π0

andβu11
= λ.

Lemma 4.3. Let (β, β0) be a proper g-lifted inequality (3) that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅). Then
the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficientβu11

= λ. Moreover, if(β, β0) is a g-lifted inequality of type (4)
that is facet defining forSTAB(G∅), then the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficientβu11

= 0.

Proof. First, we consider the case of inequality (3). Let(πHe , π0) be the facet defining inequality for
STAB(He) that generates(β, β0); thenβ0 = π0 + λ. There exists a tight stable setT for (πHe , π0)
such thatT ∩ {t, v2} = ∅. Thus,v1 ∈ T andS = T \ {v1} ∪ {b1} is a stable set inG∅ \ N(u11) such
thatβ(S) = πHe(T \ {v1}) + λ = π0. Therefore,βu11

≤ λ.
Suppose now thatβu11

< λ, then there exists a stable setS′ such thatS′ ∩ N(u11) = ∅, β(S′) > π0.
It follows thatb1, d2 ∈ S′, otherwiseS′ ∪ {h1} or S′ ∪ {h2} are stable sets violating(β, β0). Therefore,
S′′ = S′ \{b1}∪{d1, c} is a stable set and, consequently,β(S′′) = β(S′)+λ > π0 +λ, a contradiction.

In the case of inequalities (4) withA = {b1, c, b2, h1, h2}, the graphG∅ \ A is isomorphic toHe and
there exists a tight stable setT in G∅ \A having empty intersection with{d1, a}; hence,T is also a tight
stable set inG∅ \ N(u11) and, asβ0 = π0, it follows thatβu11

= 0.
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Figure 6: (a) vertical symmetry; (b) horizonthal symmetry;(c) diagonal symmetry.

Results symmetric to those given in lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 holdwhen the lifted node isu12 instead of
u11. These results can be proved taking advantage of the highly symmetric structure of an extended gear
BY .

Given a graphG = (V,E) we say that a permutationσ : V → V is asymmetryof G if and only if
σ(N(v)) = N(σ(v)) for eachv ∈ V (whereσ(N(v)) = {σ(u)|u ∈ N(v)}). To simplify the notation
we shall writeσ(v1, v2, . . . , vk) = (u1, u2, ..., uk) instead ofσ(v1) = u1, σ(v2) = u2, . . ., σ(vk) = uk.

Consider an extended gearBY with Y = {u11, u12} and letB∗
Y be the graph obtained fromBY by

adding two new nodes, sayk1 andk2, such thatN(ki) = {bi, di}, i = 1, 2. It is easy to verify that the
following observation holds.

Observation 1. The permutation functions

σv(a, c, b1, d1, b2, d2, h1, h2, u11, u12, k1, k2) = (a, c, b2, d2, b1, d1, h2, h1, u12, u11, k2, k1)

σh(a, c, b1, d1, b2, d2, h1, h2, u11, u12, k1, k2) = (c, a, d1, b1, d2, b2, h1, h2, u12, u11, k1, k2)

σd(a, c, b1, d1, b2, d2, h1, h2, u11, u12, k1, k2) = (c, a, d2, b2, d1, b1, h2, h1, u11, u12, k2, k1)

are symmetries for the graphB∗
Y and will be referred to asvertical symmetry, horizonthal symmetry,

anddiagonal symmetry, respectively.

In Fig. 6 we give a figurative representation of the above symmetries: every symmetry maps each node
on one side of the dotted line onto the corresponding node on the other side. Notice thatσv(u11) =
σh(u11) = u12 andσv(u12) = σh(u12) = u11, while σd(u11) = u11 andσd(u12) = u12. Therefore,
when we delete both nodesu11 and u12, the permutationsσv, σh, andσd restricted toVB∗

∅
are still
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symmetries; if we delete only the nodeu12 (u11), the permutationσd restricted toVB∗
Y
\ {u12} (VB∗

Y
\

{u11}) is still a symmetry, whileσv andσh are not defined and so, they are not symmetries.
The proofs of the results symmetric with those given in lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 withu12 as lifted node

instead ofu11 are then obtained via the vertical symmetry described aboveand summarized in the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Let (β, β0) be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G∅).

i) If (β, β0) is a proper geared inequality then the nodeu12 is lifted with coefficientβu12
= λ.

ii) If (β, β0) is a non-proper geared inequality then the nodeu12 is lifted with coefficientβu12
= λ if

A = {b2, c} or A = {d1, a}, andβu12
= 0 otherwise.

iii) If (β, β0) is a proper g-lifted inequality then the nodeu12 is lifted with coefficientβu12
= λ.

iv) If (β, β0) is a non-proper g-lifted inequality then the nodeu12 is lifted with coefficientβu12
= 0.

It remains to consider the lifting coefficientβu11
for geared and g-lifted inequalities after the nodeu12

has been lifted.

Lemma 4.5. Let (β′, β0) be a facet defining inequality forSTAB(G12), obtained by lifting an inequal-
ity (β, β0) of STAB(G∅) of type (1)÷ (4) with the nodeu12.
If (β′, β0) is the lifting of either a proper geared inequality (1), or a proper g-lifted inequality (3), or
a lifted geared inequality (2) withA ∈ {{b1, c}, {d2, a}}, then the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficient
β′

u11
= λ.

In all other cases, the nodeu11 is lifted with coefficientβ′
u11

= 0.

Proof. If β′
u12

= 0, then lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply that:β′
u11

= λ if (β, β0) is a geared inequality of
type (2) withA ∈ {{b1, c}, {d2, a}}, andβ′

u11
= 0 otherwise.

Therefore, we need to check the cases whenβ′
u12

6= 0, namely the cases when(β′, β0) is the lifting of
a proper geared inequality or a proper g-lifted inequality,or a geared inequality (2) withA = {b2, c} (or
the diagonally symmetric case withA = {d1, a}).

Consider first the cases when(β′, β0) is the lifting of either a proper geared inequality or a proper
g-lifted inequality. We can prove thatβ′

u11
≤ λ by simply replacingG∅ with G12 in the proofs of

Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, respectively.
Now, suppose thatβ′

u11
< λ, then there exists a stable setS′ ∈ S (G12 \ N(u11)) such thatβ′(S′) >

β0 − λ. Then eitheru12 ∈ S′ or {b1, d2} ⊆ S′ (otherwiseS′ ∪ {h1} or S′ ∪ {h2} would be stable
sets violating(β′, β0)). If u12 ∈ S′, thenS′′ = S′ \ {u12} ∪ {a, c} is a stable set ofGΩ such that
β′(S′′) = β′(S′)+λ > (β0−λ)+λ = β0, a contradiction. If{b1, d2} ⊆ S′, thenS′′ = S′\{b1}∪{d1, c}
is a stable set ofGΩ such thatβ′(S′′) = β′(S′) + λ > (β0 − λ) + λ = β0, a contradiction. Hence,
β′

u11
= λ.

Consider the third case where(β′, β0) is the lifting of a geared inequality (2) withA = {b2, c}: let
(πH , π0) be the facet defining inequality forSTAB(H) that generates(β′, β0). Clearlyβ0 = π0 + λ.
There exists a tight stable setT for (πH , π0) such thatT ∩ (K2 ∪ {v2}) = ∅. Thus,v1 ∈ T and
S = T \{v1}∪{b1, d2} is a stable set inG12 \N(u11). Asβ′(S) = πH(T \{v1})+2λ = π0−λ+2λ =
π0 + λ = β0, thenβ′

u11
= 0.

By vertical symmetry, the results of Lemma 4.5 hold once we interchange the role ofu11 andu12.
However the extension of the gearB with the nodesu11 andu12 does not generate only inequalities

that are (sequential liftings of) inequalities of type (1)÷ (4) in Definitions 2.4 and 2.6. Indeed, new facet
defining inequalities are generated. More precisely,
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Theorem 4.6. LetG = (H,BY , e) be the geared graph generated byH andBY alonge = v1v2 where
Y = {u11, u12}. Let(π, π0) be a g-liftable facet defining inequality forSTAB(He), then

∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ(xd1
+ xu11

+ xb2) ≤ π0 (5)

is facet defining for bothSTAB(G11) andSTAB(G); moreover,

∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ(xb1 + xu12
+ xd2

) ≤ π0 (6)

is facet defining for bothSTAB(G12) andSTAB(G).

Proof. We prove that (5) is facet defining forSTAB(G11). Observe thatG11 \ {b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2} is
isomorphic toHe by renaming{v1, t, v2} as{d1, u11, b2}. Thus (5) is facet defining forSTAB(G11 \
{b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2}). It is not difficult to see that all the nodes in{b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2} have zero-lifting
coefficients; thus the inequality (5) is facet defining forSTAB(G11). Since (5) has a tight solution
containingu11 and not containingb1 andd2, it follows thatu12 has a zero-lifting coefficient. Therefore,
the inequality (5) is also facet defining forSTAB(G).

The second part of the statement follows by diagonal symmetry.
The above result implies that Theorem 2.8 cannot be generalized to geared graphsG = (H,BY , e)

with Y 6= ∅ by simply applying the sequential lifting procedure to the nodes inY . In fact, at least two new
facet defining inequalities arise when the nodesu11 andu12 are added to a gearB. The new inequalities
(5) (6) have a structure that is very similar to the g-lifted inequalities listed in (4). In particular: the
nodes of the gear associated with the nonzero coefficients ofeach inequality of type (4) induce the
simple paths(d1, a, d2) and (b1, c, b2). The same holds for inequalities (5) and (6), where the simple
paths are(d1, u11, b2) and(b1, u12, d2), respectively.

We summarize the results obtained so far and provide a list ofthose inequalities that are necessary
for a linear description ofSTAB(G) of a geared graphG generated byH and BY along e where
Y = {u11, u12}.

Theorem 4.7. Let G = (H,BY , v1v2) be a geared graph generated byH and BY along e = v1v2

whereY = {u11, u12}. Consider the following inequalities:

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VBY
\{h1,h2}

xi + 2λ(xh1
+ xh2

) ≤ π0 + 2λ (7)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VBY
\A

xi ≤ π0 + λ (8)

where A ∈ {{b1, c, u12}, {b2, c, u11}, {d1, a, u11}, {d2, a, u12}, {a, c, u11 , u12}}

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VBY

xi ≤ π0 + λ, (9)

⋄
∑

i∈VH\{v1,v2}

πixi + λ
∑

i∈VBY
\A

xi ≤ π0 (10)

where A ∈ {{b1, c, b2, h1, h2, u11, u12}, {d1, a, d2, h1, h2, u11, u12},

{b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2, u12}, {d1, a, c, b2, h1, h2, u11}}.
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For each g-extendable inequality(π, π0) that is facet defining forSTAB(H), the inequalities (7) and
(8) are facet defining forSTAB(G).
For each g-liftable inequality(π, π0) that is facet defining forSTAB(He), the inequalities (9) and (10)
are facet defining forSTAB(G).

Theorem 4.7 follows from theorems 2.5 and 2.7 together with lemmas 4.1÷4.5, and Theorem 4.6.
Note that the facet defining inequalities ofSTAB(G11) (andSTAB(G12)) can be derived from the
list given above by settingβu12

= 0 (and βu11
= 0) in inequalities (7)÷(9) and then removing the

inequality (10) corresponding toA = {b1, a, c, d2, h1, h2, u12} whenY = {u12} and corresponding to
A = {d1, a, c, b2, h1, h2, u11} whenY = {u11}.

We end this paper by observing that all the inequalities considered so far are necessary in a linear
description for the stable set polytope of claw-free graphs. In a sequel of this paper we shall prove that
they are also sufficient for the class ofXX-graphs.
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